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DATE

MAX. TORQUETYPE

MAX. TORQUETYPE

0.2Nm or less
0.5Nm or less
0.8Nm or less

4Nm or less
15Nm or less

1Nm or less

TYPE COAXIAL CABLE COAXIA CONNECTOR

or equiv.

or equiv.
or equiv.

Use a flat tip
5mm min

(１)For the area of subject
The specification value is satisfied if the diameter of a object is 
larger than that of the sensor head.
※The object of the example below is a circular plate .

※ Please readjust the setting dial if having replaced the sensor head.
※ Values might be different from the catalogue data depending on the conditions where this product is used. 

Please wire the cable separately from power lines.
If extending the length of the sensor cable, please always use 
the high frequency coaxial cable (characteristic impedance 50 
ohm) and coaxial connector within 10 meter at most.

Please fix at the torque shown below.
※Please use a M3 set screw whose top is flat.

※Readjustment is needed in case the sensor head is used buried in metal.
　For more information, Please contact our sales department.

(２)In case a subject is a pillar
The specification value is satisfied if the diameter of the pillar is fivefold 
or more larger than that of the sensor head.
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●Sensor head

Please insert a accessory plug into the jack of the controller.

※Absolute value always outputs. Amplitude outputs when  simultaneous  terminal is closed.

Red:Amplitude output
White:Absolute value output
Reticle:GND

CAUTIONS ON USE

WIRING CONNECTIONS

SENSOR-HEAD DIMENSIONS

OUTPUT

●SENSOR HEAD MOUNTING

●VHF COAXIAL CABLE & CONNECTORS MATERIALS

Detection
aspect

Detection
aspect

Monitor jack

Setting dial

Power indicator

Detection indicator

Limit alarm 
Relay output 
250VAC 2A max.

Limit alarm 
Non-contact output 
40VDC 100mA max.

Power supply

SENSOR HEAD

Open collector

Internal circuit

■Control output
The output works when the amplitude exceeds the setting level.
●Relay output NO contact,max. AC250V 2A(Resistance load)
●Non-contact output Open collector max.DC40V 100mA(Resistance load)

■Monitor output
●Amplitude output
The amplitude is output as voltage. It can be observed and 
recorded using oscilloscope, pen recorder and so on. 
●Absolute value output
The distance is output as voltage. It is useful to mount the 
sensor head with a voltmeter.

SYNC SW

DLC-500

Successive approximation method
　　Sampling 62.5μ16kHz

Simple average, moving average (2-1024 times)

0～10V(14bit)

±10V（16bit)

Power indicator: POWER (green)

Organic EL display device (Display color: yellow)
Measurement display, status display

DLC-500-□□※2

Up to 21-point correction, 2 pattern memory※3

The zero input and hold value

(*1)Analog input terminal or bus connector
(*2)Please select the power supply DC12V or DC24V when ordering. ex) DLC-120-12
(*3)Modifiable when connecting with PC
(*4)The number of the storable data is 40,000 digit / second at most.

60mA or less (DC+24V at the time)

DIN rail, screws (M4 × 2 pcs.)

USBminiB
Connect with PC installed with free dedicated software via USB 
1．Setting each parameters DLC-500
2．Setting linearization and maximum voltage output   
3．observing measurement values and waves 
4．storing logged data as csv※４

METHOD OF OPERATION

MEAN VALUE PROCESSING

ANALOG INPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT

INDICATOR LIGHTS

MODEL

DISPLAY

DIGITAL LINEAR

DIGIRAL ZERO

CONSUMPTION CURRENT

MOUNTING METHOD

EXTERNAL INTERFACE

POWER-SUPPLY VOLTAGE

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

AMBIENT HUMIDITY

DC+12V or DC+24V± within 10%, ripple rate of 10% or less

35～85％RH、Non-condensing

-10～+60℃

FREE SOFTWARE

Change the linear displacement of the 
wire sensor to the angle

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION EXAMPLE

Save waveform measurement as CSV dataMeasurements and waveform observation

Angle

DLC-500

Straight lineStraight line

Wire
sensor

Downloads http://www.sentec.jp/products/other/equipment.html/
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Digital Linear Converter

SPECIFICATIONS DIMENSIONS

PRIMARY USE

●Correct linearity of voltage output from all 
sensors

●Connect PC with USB with free software 
and it is possible to
・observe wave
・correct linearity
・store data as csv data

●Digital zero
●The CH-500 (Expansion Unit) connection has
・Two comparators
・Hold function (bottom, peak, amplitude)

●Fast sampling 16kHz

Unit(mm)


